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ABSTRACT

The detection performance of a wide variety of multistatic buoy field layouts is compared using a recently developed method. The analysis applies to large area search; no consideration is given to situations where the search area can be covered with a few sonobuoys. The preferred layout depends on the ratio $C_R$ of receiver cost to source cost. At $C_R \sim 1$, the best performing layout is a square grid; near $C_R = 0.5$ it is hexagonal; for $C_R \sim 0.1$, several layouts give comparable performance. These results hold for three different schematic monostatic detection-probability curves, ranging from almost a cookie cutter to a shape with a low-$p_d$ tail out to several times the range of the day.
On the Design of Multistatic Sonobuoy Fields for Area Search

Executive Summary

The impending introduction of a multistatic capability into service on the AP-3C aircraft and the multistatic requirements of Project AIR 7000 give rise to a requirement for performance analysis of multistatic sonobuoy fields. While application of the full arsenal of techniques for acoustic propagation modelling may be the eventual goal, there is also a need for approximate methods that are accurate enough to give guidance on the design of sonobuoy fields and flexible enough to be applicable to as wide a variety of layouts as possible. This report presents the results of such an analysis.

The modelling uses a recently developed method for relating multistatic sonar performance to the performance of similar sonars operated monostatically. It allows multistatic coverage area to be determined relative to the corresponding monostatic coverage area with modest computational effort. That is, multistatic coverage areas are expressed as multiples of $R_0^2$, the square of the monostatic range of the day, thereby allowing very different buoy field designs to be compared quantitatively without having to determine the actual value of $R_0$.

We also adopt a novel definition of 'coverage area', basing it on track-initiation probability using a 3-in-5 initiation rule, rather than detection probability. Not only does this take some indirect account of the impact of false detections, it also provides a systematic and theoretically rigorous method for combining detection probabilities from many receivers. Our metric of field performance is based on the maximum separation between sonobuoys such that the track-initiation probability does not fall below 50% anywhere in the field, other than in residual blind zones around each buoy. To allow for the geometric effects of differently shaped layouts, we express the metric as a maximum coverage area per source, called max CATING per source (CATING: Coverage Area based on Track Initiation and No Gaps).

We examine a total of 27 multistatic layouts, mainly variations on a square grid, but including triangular, hexagonal and octagonal designs. The analysis applies to large area search; we do not consider scenarios where the search area can be covered with a few sonobuoys.

In view of the concern over cost among sonobuoy users, the final measure of performance is field cost per unit CATING, parameterised by the ratio of receiver cost to source cost. Costs include only the cost of the sonobuoys expended; we do not attempt to quantify aircraft flying costs in laying complicated patterns, nor do we consider the cost of monitoring receiver-rich sonobuoy fields.
The analysis was carried out for three different schematic shapes of monostatic single- 
ping detection-probability curve, ranging from almost cookie-cutter to a curve with a 
low-$p_d$ tail stretching out well beyond the monostatic range of the day $R_0$, which we 
take to be the range at which $p_d = 0.5$.

The following results were achieved for all three $p_d$ curves, and so should apply for a 
wide range of real-world $p_d$ curves:

- For receiver cost equal to source cost, such as when using an explosive source, a 
  straightforward square grid is the most cost effective layout.
- For a receiver cost of half the source cost (approx. BARRA with AN/SSQ-125), 
  the hexagonal layout is best.
- For a receiver cost of one tenth the source cost (e.g. DIFAR with AN/SSQ-125), 
  there are several layouts with similar performance: we dub them argyle shift, 
  hexagonal plus and chessboard plus with posts. Chessboard plus is perhaps the 
  easiest to lay.

None of these layouts involves ‘posts’ (i.e. collocated source-receiver pairs) alone. Such 
‘P fields’ have one receiver per source; the comparable separated layout is the square 
grid, an ‘SR field’, which we find always outperforms the P-field layouts.
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1. Introduction

Considering the endless possibilities that could be suggested and implemented as ways to lay out a field of multistatic sonobuoys we need a method of determining which field layout is best, and why. In this report we apply a recently developed method for quantitatively analysing how ‘good’ a field layout is [1,2] to a total of 27 buoy-field designs in order to determine the optimal layout according to the model.

Sensor cost is a major concern in sonobuoy operations. As Traweek and Wettergren put it [3]:

‘Reducing ... costs has rightfully been a dominant theme throughout the 50 year history of sonobuoy design, production and logistical support, one that has been motivated by vast operational experience ...’

In multistatic buoy fields, sources can be considerably more expensive than receivers, so the area covered per source would be a useful metric. Receivers, however, are not free and covering an area entirely with receivers is not a feasible option. Accordingly, we calculate the number of receivers per source for each field design and the final measure of performance: cost per unit area in covering a large search area, where ‘coverage area’ is defined in a novel way involving track initiation and the absence of coverage gaps, as described in section 2.2.

2. Method

This study uses a recently developed method for relating monostatic and multistatic detection performance. The method is summarised in the following subsection and detailed in companion reports [1,2]. Section 2.2 describes the metrics and section 2.3 gives details of the field layouts explored.

2.1 Relating Monostatic and Multistatic Detection Ranges

We determine our multistatic range from the equivalent monostatic range. In short, as others have done (e.g. [4–7]), we calculate an equivalent monostatic range $R_{\text{equiv}}$ as [1]

$$R_{\text{equiv}} = \sqrt{R_{ST}R_{RT}},$$

(1)
where $R_{ST}$ is the source-target distance and $R_{RT}$ is the receiver-target distance in the multistatic geometry. This can be used in a monostatic detection probability curve ($p_d$ curve) to determine the multistatic probability of detection. A correction for absorption is applied, leading to a decrease in $R_{equiv}$ which, though increasingly important as range increases [2], remains small over the ranges of interest here. We investigate each field layout with three different schematic $p_d$ curves — exponential:

$$p_d(R) = \begin{cases} 
10^{-0.30103(R/R_0)} & R \geq R_b \\
0 & R < R_b
\end{cases} \quad (2)$$

and Fermi with high and low values of the diffusivity $b$:

$$p_d(R) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{1 + 10^{(R/R_0 - 1)/b}} & R \geq R_b \\
0 & R < R_b
\end{cases} \quad (3)$$

In Equations (2) and (3), $R_0$ is the ‘range of the day’, the range at which $p_d = 0.5$, and $R_b$ is the radius of the ‘blind zone’, an area with zero probability of detection immediately around each monostatic sensor. In the bistatic case, the blind zone is an ellipse with the source and receiver at the foci [2]. We handle multistatics by considering each source-receiver pair in turn.

All $p_d$ curves used are displayed in Figure 1. The reasoning behind using several curves is to explore whether the $p_d$ curve makes a difference in which layouts are best. The three curves were chosen to show a wide range of tailing, from almost none in the low-diffusivity Fermi case to very long in the exponential case, since previous work had shown the important influence of tailing on performance in networks of sonars [8]. Throughout this study we retain the same range of the day $R_0$ ensuring we compare only the differences in $p_d$-curve shape.

![Figure 1: The three $p_d$ curves used as models of monostatic detection](image-url)
2.2 Metrics

As mentioned in section 1, the measure of performance that we use to determine the ‘best multistatic sonobuoy layout’ is cost per unit area covered. We define ‘coverage area’ in a non-standard way, as described in section 2.2.1. We focus on the area that a single source covers when part of a large buoy field, and we determine the number of receivers for each source. These quantities depend on the details of the layout. From that we determine the cost of each layout per unit area, taking into account the possibility that receiver cost and source cost may be different.

The centre of a sonobuoy field can have very different coverage characteristics from the same section of the pattern near the edge of the field. In order to regard a field spacing as acceptable we require only that the interior of the sonobuoy field is adequately covered, while ignoring edge effects, since these can vary between layouts. In this way we are considering what the field would look like were it ‘laid out to infinity’—obviously impractical but a useful point of view for comparing layouts over large areas. We have given no consideration to which layout would be best if only a few sonobuoys were needed to cover an area.

2.2.1 Coverage Area per Source Based on Field Track-Initiation Probability

Coverage area is usually defined in terms of detection probability—the area over which $p_d$ is greater than 50%, say—but we choose to define it in terms of track initiation probability $p_{ti}$ for reasons argued in detail elsewhere [2,8,9]. Of those reasons, perhaps the most important for the present study concerns the fusion of data from multiple receivers. Even current practice with monostatic sonobuoys treats the whole field as one detector from the point of view of tracking. That is, it is not the case that, to start a track, three detections are required in five pings (say) of a single sonobuoy. The three detections may come from any sonobuoy. They might, for example, occur in a single cycle of pings of all the buoys in the field. With a multistatic field, it is possible for a single ping to produce detections in three different receivers, thereby fulfilling the track-initiation criterion. Using track-initiation probability takes this into account. We use the ‘centralised multistatic’ network architecture of reference 2. Not only does this give the best performance, in terms of coverage area, of the architectures considered in reference 2, it also corresponds to the way in which we expect a multistatic sonobuoy field would be operated.

Thinking in terms of $p_{ti}$ also takes some account of false detections. As in earlier studies [2,8], we do not model false detections explicitly, but rather rely on the filtering effect of the track initiation step to mitigate their impact.

In summary, the track-initiation probability employed here is the probability of three detections somewhere in the field after every source in the field has pinged five times each. The method of calculating it from detection probability is derived in reference 1.

Having settled on the type of probability to be used, two issues remain to turn it into a metric: what value to choose and how to apply it. As to the value, a 50% probability cut-off
is often considered to be standard [9], and we adopt it here. Hence, if the calculated \( p_{ti} \) is above 50% then we consider that point in the field covered; otherwise, it is a gap. It would perhaps be normal to apply this by calculating the maximum coverage area for each layout, but the concept of ‘maximum coverage area’ does not sit easily with the concept of an infinite field. Instead, therefore, we adopt a ‘no gaps’ approach as our fundamental metric: we determine the maximum separation between sonobuoys for which there is no gap in coverage in the interior of the field. The exception is the residual blind zones formed by the intersection of the blind zones of all bistatic pairs; we do not consider the blind zone in the immediate vicinity of each source and receiver to be a gap. Figure 2 illustrates fully covered and unsatisfactorily covered fields.

Upon placing the sources at their maximum distance apart consistent with full coverage, we algebraically calculate the area covered per source. We do not subtract the area of the residual blind zones. The result is called max CATING (Coverage Area based on Track Initiation and No Gaps) per source. It is determined to the nearest \( 0.1 R_0^2 \) for the Fermi \( p_d \) curves and to the nearest multiple of \( R_0^2 \) for the exponential \( p_d \) curve, because of the significantly larger area values in that case.

### 2.2.2 Number of Receivers per Source and Max CATING per Sonobuoy

Despite the relative cheapness of receivers, as compared with sources, we should not consider them to be free. To take account of this we count the number of receivers needed per source by inspecting each particular layout. For this purpose, it is helpful to determine the ‘unit cell’ of a layout. This is the basic unit of the pattern which, when repeated, generates the layout. These are shown in section 2.3. Values of number of receivers per source are tabulated in section 2.3.4.

CATING per source neglects receiver cost—there is no penalty for adding more receivers. An opposite view is provided by ‘CATING per sonobuoy’. We count each source and each

---

**Figure 2: Multistatic field (a) fully covered and (b) unsatisfactorily covered. Contours of field track initiation probability are shown for a source and 4 receivers in the interior of a large square array. Source: ✹, receivers: ●. The 50% contour is shown by a line and the contour fill is white below \( p_{ti,f} = 1\% \). Residual blind zones (small regions in white) can be seen close to each sonobuoy.**
receiver as a separate sonobuoys, regardless of whether they are collocated. That is, CATING \( A_b \) per buoy is related to CATING \( A_S \) per source by

\[
A_b = \frac{A_S}{1 + n_R},
\]

where \( n_R \) is the number of receivers per source.

### 2.2.3 Field Cost per Unit CATING

CATING per source treats receivers as free; CATING per sonobuoy as if they are as expensive as sources. It is clearly desirable to scale between these two. This line of thought leads to our final measure of performance, the field cost \( C_f \) per unit CATING:

\[
C_f = \frac{1 + n_R C_R}{A_S},
\]

where \( n_R \) is the number of receivers per source, \( C_R \) is the cost of a receiver and \( A_S \) is the max CATING per source. All costs are given as a fraction of the cost of a source and areas are measured in units of \( R_0^2 \) (square of the monostatic range of the day). We plot field cost per unit CATING against receiver cost to determine which layouts are most cost effective. These plots can be found in section 3.3.

### 2.3 Field Layouts Studied

The options for field layouts are almost endless. We begin with a very simple and frequently studied field layout—interleaving square grids of sources and receivers. This design is shown in Figure 3(a), which also shows the unit cell of the pattern. An obvious variation of this is to collocate sources and receivers to give so-called ‘posts’—Figure 3(b).

The reason for considering other layouts is the relative cost of receivers to sources. Both square grid and square collocated have one receiver for each source, as the unit cells show. If receivers are cheaper than sources, the aim would be to find layouts with a ratio of receivers to sources greater than 1:1 without degrading too much the good CATING per source achievable by the square grid.

![Figure 3: (a) ‘Square grid’, (b) ‘square collocated’. Sources: ⭐️, receivers: ⚫️, ‘posts’ (collocated sources and receivers): ⭐️. The unit cell of each pattern is shown.](image-url)
2.3.1 Rectangular Layouts

Recently a commercial supplier of multistatic sonar processing systems suggested the layout in Figure 4. It achieves four receivers per source by removing every second row and every second column of sources from the square grid. (Figure 4 shows how the four closest receivers to a source are now wholly inside the unit cell instead of being shared with neighbouring cells, as in Fig. 3a.)

When the max CATING of the quarter sources layout is determined (see section 3.1 for coverage plots) gaps first appear near the corners of the unit cell. Three different ways of filling in these gaps suggest themselves:

- placing receivers in the gaps—Figure 5(a),
- shifting alternate rows by half a unit cell so that the corners four unit cells do not meet—Figure 5(b),† and
- placing sources in the gaps—Figure 5(c).

The last reduces the number of receivers per source, but this should be offset by a larger possible sensor separation. Whether it is enough is shown in section 3.3.

Continuing in the same vein, we examine where gaps appear in the three layouts in Figure 5. In these gaps we place receivers, simultaneously creating a larger receiver to source ratio and increasing the max CATING per source. Figure 6 shows the results. With this, the sensor density of the square grid is restored. That is, for equal inter-sensor spacing, the layouts of Figure 6 have the same number of sensors per unit area as the square grid of Figure 3(a), but varying numbers of sources are replaced with receivers in a systematic manner (as opposed, for example, to sources being randomly selected for replacement).

2.3.2 Hexagonal and Octagonal Layouts

In order to increase the number of receivers per source and capitalise on possible benefits to be gained from symmetry, two other basic designs were considered: hexagonal and octagonal—Figure 7(a,b). For completeness, we include the hexagonal collocated layout.

![Figure 4: 'Quarter sources' layout, as recently suggested by a commercial supplier of sonar processors. The unit cell is again shown.](image)

†The unit cell for quarter sources shift (Fig. 5b) is the same as for quarter sources (Fig. 4), although the patterns are different. This highlights that our usage of the term ‘unit cell’ is not the same as in crystallography. For our purposes, it is sufficient that the unit cell shows the area covered by a source and allows one to count the number of receivers per source correctly.
Figure 5: Three variants on the quarter sources layout: (a) ‘quarter sources plus’, (b) ‘quarter sources shift’, (c) ‘chessboard’

Figure 6: Three further developments of quarter sources: (a) ‘argyle’, (b) ‘argyle shift’ and (c) ‘chessboard plus’

(Fig. 7c) since, although not expected to perform well, it is one of the regular tilings of the plane.

The hexagonal layout turns out to be the most promising, so, as above, we also tested a layout with extra receivers added where gaps first appear as the inter-sensor spacing is increased—Figure 7(d). The layouts of Figure 7(a,b,d) approximate the ‘circle-tac’ layout of Grimmett et al. [10], though without the multiple sources at the centre of the unit cell.
2.3.3 Triangular Layouts

In a companion report [2] we consider collocated source-receiver pairs arranged in a triangular pattern—Figure 8(a). This has the same number of receivers per source as the square grid, and turns out not to perform as well (section 3.1), but we include it here as a baseline. It prompts the question of whether a triangular grid with sources and receivers separated might do better. The most symmetric pattern would have a source at the centroid of a triangle of receivers—Figure 8(b). This is not promising because it has two sources per receiver; that is, 0.5 receivers per source, the lowest number of all the layouts considered. (It is in fact the hexagonal pattern with sources and receivers interchanged.)
2.3.4 Receivers per Source

The number of receivers per source is listed in the middle column of Table 1 for each of the layouts in Figures 3–8, obtained by inspecting the unit cells. Since receivers cost less than sources, it seems useful to test whether max CATING per source could be improved by adding an extra receiver at the location of every source; that is, by converting the isolated sources into posts. This increases the number of receivers per source by one for each layout, as shown in the right-hand column of Table 1. (All receivers in the collocated layouts are already incorporated into posts, so there are no corresponding layouts without receivers at sources, and hence no entry for the these layouts in the middle column.)

3. Results

3.1 Max CATING per Source

We first present a selection of the coverage area plots, followed by a compilation of the values of max CATING per source for each layout and each \( p_d \) curve.

All layouts have a larger coverage area for the high diffusivity \( p_d \) curve than the low, and the exponential \( p_d \) curve is far better again. This is to be expected as the strength of multistatics lies in the ‘tail’ of the \( p_d \) curve [2]. So, for display purposes we group plots by \( p_d \) curve—Figures 9–11. All of the layouts shown in this section are plotted at the maximum sensor spacing that gives full coverage, as described in section 2.2.1. Note the much

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layout</th>
<th>No receivers at sources</th>
<th>With posts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>argyle shift</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>argyle</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hexagonal plus</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quarter sources plus</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quarter sources</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quarter sources shift</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>octagonal</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chessboard plus</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hexagonal</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chessboard</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>square grid</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>triangular</td>
<td>½</td>
<td>1½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>triangular collocated</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>square collocated</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hexagonal collocated</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 9: Contours of track-initiation probability at maximum field spacing with the exponential $p_d$ curve: (a) argyle shift, (b) chessboard plus, (c) hexagonal, (d) square grid. As in Figures 2–8, source locations are shown by open stars and receiver locations by filled circles. All panels are to the same scale (note that the scale bar shows $10R_0$).

Figure 10: Like Figure 9, but for the Fermi ($b = 0.5$) $p_d$ curve. (Note that the scale bar shows $R_0$, not $10R_0$ as in Figure 9.)
larger coverage with the exponential $p_d$ curve—the scale bar in Figure 9 marks ten times the monostatic range of the day $R_0$. On the other hand, the average $p_{ti}$ over the field is lower with the exponential than with the Fermi $p_d$ curves. This is to be expected from the shape of the $p_d$ curves (Fig. 1).

The layouts shown in Figures 9–11 are among the better ones. For comparison, Figure 12 shows some poorer performing layouts.

The max CATING per source is the area of the unit cell when sensors are spaced as far apart as possible consistent with full coverage. Values are shown in Figures 13–15 for the three $p_d$ curves. These figures are plotted to emphasise the relationship between the layouts as depicted in section 2.3 and those with an extra receiver at each source location. Naturally, adding the extra receiver is never worse than not having receivers at the sources. The extra receiver contributes least with the low diffusivity Fermi $p_d$ curve (Fig. 15), which is a reflection of its almost-cookie-cutter nature.

Figure 11: Like Figure 10, but for the Fermi ($b = 0.1$) $p_d$ curve

Figure 12: Some of the poorer performing layouts at their maximum field spacing (Fermi $p_d$ curve, $b = 0.5$): (a) quarter sources, (b) octagonal, (c) triangular. The panels are not on the same scale.
Figure 13: Max CATING per source for the exponential $p_d$ curve

Figure 14: Like Figure 13, but for the high diffusivity Fermi $p_d$ curve. The order of the layouts is the same as in Figures 13 and 15.

Figure 15: Like Figure 13, but for the low diffusivity Fermi $p_d$ curve. In this case, placing an extra receiver at the source rarely has much effect.
Figures 13–15 show a distinct similarity in the ranking order of the layouts across all three $p_d$ curves. Although they are not identical, it gives some indication that changing the $p_d$ curve does not change the best layout too much. To see more completely the extent of variations as the shape of the $p_d$ curve changes, Figure 16 collects the results in Figures 13–15 into one diagram. It is only when the connecting lines in Figure 16 cross that the layout ranking changes between $p_d$ curves.

Figure 16 shows that variants of the argyle layout perform best, on this metric, for all three $p_d$ curves. The hexagonal plus layouts also do well, particularly for the Fermi $p_d$ curves. As the degree of tailing in the $p_d$ curve increases, the quarter-source variants move up the

---

**Figure 16:** Max CATING per source compared across the three $p_d$ curves. Solid connecting line — layouts with isolated sources; broken lines — with posts; chain lines — posts only (purely collocated layouts). Changes in the ordering of layouts between $p_d$ curves occur when the connecting lines cross.
rankings, except for chessboard plus, which moves down, as does square grid and octagonal. The triangular layout performs rather badly for all three $p_d$ curves, as do all the purely collocated layouts. Of these, triangular collocated is always best. This is the layout used in the second report in this series [2], and in the present work we have used the best network architecture of those studied in reference 2.

It is instructive to compare the collocated layouts with their corresponding separated versions (no extra receiver at each source). Hexagonal and square grid are better than their corresponding collocated layouts, but the reverse is true for the triangular layouts. This happens because of an interesting geometric property of the unit cells. Figure 8 shows that, with the same receiver spacing, the unit cell of the triangular collocated layout (Fig. 8a) has twice the area of the separated layout (Fig. 8b). By contrast, the unit-cell areas are equal for the square layouts (with equally spaced receivers—Fig. 3), and the benefit is reversed for the hexagonal layouts, where the collocated layout (Fig. 7c) has the smaller unit-cell area, at half the area of the unit cell of the separated layout (Fig. 7a). These relativities coupled with the relativities of the receivers-per-source values favour the triangular collocated layout, thereby causing it to be the only one that performs better than its corresponding separated version.

### 3.2 Max CATING per Sonobuoy

As could be expected, the layouts that do best in Figure 16—argyle and its variants, hexagonal plus, quarter sources plus—have many receivers per source, and those doing worst, such as the triangular, square grid and collocated layouts, have relatively few. Max CATING per source focuses on source cost and neglects receiver cost. For the opposite view, in Figure 17 we look at the max CATING per sonobuoy (rather than per source) for each layout across all three $p_d$ curves, counting each source and receiver as a separate sonobuoy even if they are collocated.

Comparing Figure 17 with Figure 16 we see a stark difference—almost a complete reversal in the ordering of layouts, with only the octagonal layouts going against the trend. This occurs because the two metrics $A_S$ and $A_R$ make different implicit assumptions about receiver cost. Supposing receivers were free, we would only need to consider coverage area per source and would use the results from Figure 16. If, however, receiver and source costs were the same then we would consider the results displayed in Figure 17. It is clear that the layout deemed best depends on the relative cost of receivers to sources. For this reason, we use field cost per unit CATING as the final measure of performance.

### 3.3 Field Cost per Unit CATING

Field cost per unit CATING is defined in Equation (5) on p. 5. Before presenting plots of this quantity, we note an effect that allows them to be simplified. Figure 18 is a plot of field cost per unit CATING as a function of receiver cost for all of the layouts which contain either one or five receivers per source. The lines do not cross because the slope and intercept are related. As can be seen from Equation (5), the intercept where receiver cost is
max CATING per sonobuoy

Figure 17: Like Figure 16, but for max CATING per sonobuoy with each source and receiver counting as separate sonobuoys, regardless of whether they are collocated.

zero is $1/A_S$ and the slope is $n_R/A_S$. That is, the slope of a line increases as its intercept increases. Hence lines of layouts with the same number of receivers per source cannot cross. So, where more than one layout has the same number of receivers per source we need only consider that layout which has the highest max CATING per source. All others with the same number of receivers per source will remain consistently more expensive per unit area, increasingly so as receiver cost increases. Accordingly, we need only plot the layouts which have the highest max CATING per source for their respective number of receivers per source. These ten layouts, which are the same for all three $p_d$ curves, are listed in Table 2.

In computing Figure 18 and compiling Table 2 we have assumed that a post costs the same as one source plus one receiver. This may need reassessing if sonobuoys with a source and a receiver in one package are available. Such a sonobuoy, if cheaper than a source sone-
Figure 18: Cost per unit CATING as a function of receiver cost for all layouts with (a) 1:1 and (b) 5:1 receiver to source ratio (Fermi $p_d$ curve, $b = 0.5$). Note that better performance means lower cost. The line colours and styles are the same as in Figures 16 and 17.

Table 2: Layouts with the largest max CATING per source for each value of number of receivers per source. (The triangular layouts are the only ones with $\frac{1}{2}$ and $1\frac{1}{2}$ receivers per source.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of receivers per source</th>
<th>Best layout</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>argyle shift with posts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>argyle shift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>hexagonal plus with posts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>hexagonal plus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>chessboard plus with posts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>hexagonal with posts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>hexagonal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1\frac{1}{2}$</td>
<td>triangular with posts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>triangular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}$</td>
<td>square grid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

buoy plus a receiver sonobuoy, would cause the collocated layouts in Figure 18(a) to move down relative to the square grid layout, but would not change their order relative to each other. It would also cause the layouts with posts in Figure 18(b) to move down relative to those without the extra receiver at each source.

Figures 19–21 compare the ten layouts to determine which are most cost effective as receiver cost varies. (Figure 21, for the Fermi $p_d$ curve with low diffusivity, shows only nine lines because the ‘argyle shift with posts’ layout has the same max CATING per source as argyle shift, so its line always lies above the line for argyle shift and hence need not be shown.)

The intercepts on the $y$ axis in Figures 19–21 are reciprocals of the values of max CATING in Figure 16, as Equation (5) indicates. Reciprocals of the values in Figure 17 would appear at receiver cost of 1.0, that is, where receivers and sources cost the same.
Figure 19: Field cost per unit CATING as a function of receiver cost for the exponential $p_d$ curve. Line colours and styles are the same as in Figures 16–18. The grey vertical lines at 0.1 and 0.5 show receiver costs of interest (see text).

Figure 20: As for Figure 19 but for the Fermi ($b = 0.5$) $p_d$ curve.
As would be expected from the area coverage data, the trend of the costing plots is similar across all three $p_d$ curves. Each plot shows on the left-hand side the layout with the most receivers per source as best and then, as receiver cost increases, proceeds to the layout with the next lowest receiver count, skipping some out along the way. In this respect all the plots show the same trend. They differ in that the changes from one layout to another happen at different receiver cost.

The best results for an individual situation can be determined by consulting the costing plot of the relevant $p_d$ curve at the appropriate receiver cost; however some general results can also be stated. For example:

- For sufficiently high receiver cost, the square grid is always best. The cost above which it becomes best depends on the $p_d$ curve, but is ~0.7–0.8 times the source cost.
- Triangular layouts are never best, nor even close, except at very high receiver cost (i.e. above about 1½ times the source cost). These layouts should be avoided.
- For moderate receiver cost (i.e. about half the source cost), the hexagonal layout performs best across all three $p_d$ curves. The wide variation we have chosen in $p_d$ curves (Fig. 1) makes the hexagonal layout a good general-purpose choice.

Two receiver–source combinations of interest are DIFAR–AN/SSQ-125 and BARRA–AN/SSQ-125. Since the AN/SSQ-125 source is not yet in production, its eventual cost can only be estimated, but it may turn out to be ten times the cost of a DIFAR receiver and hence about twice the cost of a BARRA. That is, the BARRA–AN/SSQ-125 combination may well have a receiver cost of 0.5, so that the hexagonal layout would be recommended regardless of $p_d$ curve, as per the last dot point above.
For receiver cost at one tenth the source cost there is more variation between the $p_d$ curves. Figure 22 shows expanded versions of Figures 19–21 focusing on the region around $C_R$ equals 0.1. The best performing layout is either hexagonal plus (Fermi $p_d$ curves) or hexagonal plus with posts (exponential $p_d$ curve), but all the layouts shown in Figure 22 do quite well; the choice may depend on factors other than field cost as defined here.

### 3.4 Recommended Layouts

Figure 23 shows four of the layouts mentioned at the end of the last subsection, marked with the spacing appropriate for the high diffusivity Fermi $p_d$ curve. The hexagonal layout is recommended for a receiver cost of about half the source cost, and the other three for a receiver cost of about a tenth of the source cost. These three give similar performance, so one could choose the easiest field of the three to be laid irrespective of $p_d$ curve without incurring much difference in field cost per CATING. A definitive assessment of this issue should be left to those with more practical experience than us, but we envisage the fields being laid along the chain lines shown in Figure 23, in which case chessboard plus with posts (Fig. 23d) seems the easiest of the three to lay. (This is the reason for including it in Figure 23, despite it being the worst of the layouts shown in Figure 22.) Hexagonal plus involves an alternation of two row sequences, both of which are complicated. Rows of the argyle shift layout all have a repetition of seven receivers then a source, but the sources must be correctly positioned from row to row. Correct source positioning is also required for chessboard plus with posts, but the task is easier because the rows containing posts comprise a simple alternation of posts and receivers. Chessboard plus with posts covers the area with fewer sonobuoys in total than the others, but at the expense of a greater proportion of sources.
Figure 23: Four recommended layouts: (a) hexagonal, (b) hexagonal plus, (c) argyle shift, (d) chessboard plus with posts. Sources: ⭐; receivers: ●; posts: ⚫. The spacings marked are appropriate for the Fermi ($b = 0.5$) $p_d$ curve. Spacings for the other $p_d$ curves are listed in Table 3.

The spacings shown in Figure 23 apply for the Fermi ($b = 0.5$) $p_d$ curve. Table 3 shows the values for the three $p_d$ curves, all expressed as multiples of the monostatic range of the day $R_0$. The maximum possible spacing is smallest for a cookie cutter $p_d$ and increases with increasing amounts of tailing in the $p_d$ curve. It shows the extent to which the optimum spacing is influenced by the degree of tailing in the monostatic $p_d$ curve, in addition to its dependence on $R_0$.

Table 3: Maximum field spacings giving full coverage for the layouts in Figure 23 and the three $p_d$ curves

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layout</th>
<th>Spacing (units of $R_0$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fermi, $b = 0.1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hexagonal between rows</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hexagonal between buoys</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hexagonal plus between rows</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hexagonal plus between buoys</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>argyle shift between rows</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chessboard plus with posts</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Discussion

4.1 Comparison with Other Studies

Washburn carried out a similar study more-or-less simultaneously with ours [7]. He defines an $R_{\text{equiv}}$ in the same manner as we do (Eqn 1), but in several other important respects his method differs from ours:

- He uses a definite-range law (‘cookie cutter’) as the model of monostatic detection.
- Coverage area is based on detection probability rather than track-initiation probability. Multiple detections are ignored, ‘... since [one] detection by any source-receiver pair is sufficient for our purposes’ [7(p.3)].
- His metric seeks to maximise overall coverage area, as he defines it, regardless of gaps. Consequently, his metric penalises overlapping coverage by neighbouring sensors.
- He distributes sources (or posts) and receivers randomly over the search area.

Washburn exploits these differences to obtain algebraic expressions for coverage area; corresponding expressions cannot readily be derived with our formalism. The differences between the two studies are great enough to make a detailed comparison of results pointless. For example, if neighbouring sensors do not have overlapping coverage and the detection characteristic is a cookie cutter, then it is not possible to obtain three detections in fewer than three pings, whereas this is possible in our formulation; indeed our metric favours it. (It is one reason why we avoid using an exact cookie-cutter $p_d$ curve.) Washburn comments ‘... it would be a reasonable project to design multistatic fields that are optimal in the sense of covering the maximum equivalent area, but without the assumption that buoys are scattered randomly.’ [7(p.6)] The present work can be seen as a step along this path.

Travaglione and Forward examined a field comprising one source surrounded by a circle of 2–5 equally spaced receivers [5]. As with Washburn’s study, they used a definite-range law and looked to maximise coverage area based on detection probability. For the layout with 5 receivers, they find an optimum source-receiver separation of $\sim 1.4R_0$, which compares well with the values in Table 3 above for the hexagonal layout and the Fermi, $b = 0.1$ $p_d$ curve. (Of the layouts, our hexagonal and their 5-receiver layout are closest; and the Fermi, $b = 0.1$ $p_d$ curve is the closest we come to a cookie cutter.)

DelBalzo and co-workers have for a decade or more been developing a method of not just designing but optimising sonar search patterns taking into account the influence of a given acoustic environment [11–13], and have more recently extended the method to multistatic sonobuoy fields [14–17]. It is clear that this approach represents the desirable goal for an operational support tool. Since their algorithm optimises the location of each sonobuoy taking variations in the acoustic environment into account, it does not produce regular patterns like those studied here. This remains the case even when the acoustic environment is assumed to be uniform [15,16], presumably because of the randomness in the genetic algorithm employed. Although only obliquely hinted at in their more recent papers (e.g. [16,17]), the reader is left with the impression that the level of computational
effort required by the algorithm remains uncomfortably high. Most of their reported results involve only a few sonobuoys, although the most recent paper quotes results for as many as 16 source–receiver pairs [17], showing that calculations are possible for buoy fields of operationally relevant size.

Fox, El-Sharkawi and co-workers are also developing a buoy-field optimisation method [18–20]. Their focus is on the important question of ping sequencing, but the first paper in the series reports an algorithm for optimising sonobuoy placement. As with DelBalzo’s method, they do explicit acoustic-propagation calculations and once again it appears that computation time is an issue.

Many other papers on multistatic sonar treat specific aspects of the problem—for example: localisation [21,22], track initiation [23], modelling methods [24], optimising for ‘glint’ detections [10,25]—but no other known to us gives an end-to-end investigation of the question of how to lay out a multistatic sonar field.

4.2 Limitations and Strengths of the Present Method

We make the following assumptions and approximations:

- Since the metric involves a type of coverage area, it refers only to detection performance. We take no account of other aspects of the operation of multistatic sonobuoy fields, such as performance in localisation, identification or tracking.

- The method of determining CATING is appropriate for large buoy fields only, for it neglects effects around the boundary of the field. In cases where a search area is small enough to be covered with a few sonobuoys, there may be better field layouts than those recommended here. For example, the ‘circle-tac’ layout [10], comprising a circle of receivers with a source in the centre, should be considered when the search area is small enough to be covered with a single unit cell.

- The analytical framework takes no account of time. This is typical of analyses based on coverage area. Thus, for example, submarine motion is neglected, as is the time required for all sources in the field to ping five times. This approximation is fundamentally inconsistent with that of the previous dot point: neglect of time becomes less important as the size of the field is reduced, but we explicitly consider large fields only. The development of ways of allowing simultaneous pings by several sources (e.g. [19]) would mitigate the impact of this approximation, as would the development of continuous active sonar (e.g. [26–28]), but, in view of the current state of technology, the approximation remains perhaps the most significant limitation of the present method.

- The calculation of CATING does not include dependence on target aspect angle. Since we work from monostatic $p_d$ curves, the target strength is effectively an average monostatic value. In particular, we take no account the possibility of ‘glint’ detections by appropriately placed sensors. A recent study of the issue [10] highlighted the relative rarity of glint detections. To best exploit them, the authors recommended the ‘circle-tac’ field layout; our layouts closest to this are the hexagonal, hexagonal plus and octagonal.
The definition of equivalent multistatic range $R_{\text{equiv}}$ (Eqn 1), which is a foundation of the method, assumes power-law (e.g. spherical) spreading. This approximation is mitigated by the application of $R_{\text{equiv}}$ to a monostatic $p_d$ curve, which could include realistic acoustic propagation. That is, the use of power-law spreading affects the analysis only so far as there is a difference in propagation between the monostatic and multistatic geometries. This reduces its impact on the rank order of the layouts.

The form of the sonar equation leading to the definition of $R_{\text{equiv}}$ applies in the noise-limited regime. Acoustic-propagation calculations for the reverberation-limited regime show as much regularity as when noise-limited (e.g. compare Figs 6 & 7 in [29]), so an analysis along the lines of the analysis presented in this report should be possible by starting with the reverberation-limited form of the sonar equation (e.g. [30]).

The method does not model false detections explicitly, effectively assuming that the false-detection load implicit in the monostatic $p_d$ curve is acceptable for multistatics. This is mitigated by basing coverage area on track-initiation probability rather than single-ping detection probability, since track initiation acts as a false-detection filter. Studies and comments relating to this assumption are reported elsewhere [2,8,9,31,32].

In calculating cost per unit CATING, we take no account of the aircraft (or other) costs in laying the field; we consider only the cost of the sonobuoys expended. Section 4.1 makes some comments on the relative ease of laying particular layouts, but we have not sought to quantify this.

Similarly, we take no account of the effort required to monitor a receiver-rich buoy field. At some number of receivers per source, this will start to outweigh whatever cost benefit there may be in deploying more receivers.

The max CATING values do not include any allowance for pulse compression that may reduce the size of the blind zones. We explored this for the ten best layouts and the three $p_d$ curves using the method of reference 2 and a pulse-compression factor of 100.$^\dagger$ Pulse compression never decreases the max CATING per source. The largest increase for the layouts examined is 14% (hexagonal plus, low-diffusivity Fermi $p_d$ curve). In only 8 of the 30 cases computed is the increase in max CATING per source more than 5%; for 6 cases it is less than 0.1%.

Some studies of multistatic sonar performance assume a random distribution of sonobuoys over the search area (e.g. [6,7]). A random layout would not do well with our metric because it entails random coverage-area gaps of random size. A high sonobuoy density would be needed make the probability of no gaps small. (And how small would be acceptable?) The method of determining coverage area could be adapted, but we take the view that the military would not be happy with a concept of operations that says ‘scatter sonobuoys randomly over the search area’. Also, Washburn writes: ‘The equivalent area covered [by an optimally designed field] would of course be larger than [for a random field]’ [7 (p.6, emphasis added)].

---

$^\dagger$The theoretical maximum pulse compression factor is the product of pulse duration and bandwidth (e.g. [33]), which can be several hundred for frequency-modulated pulses.
The method makes no attempt to calculate the monostatic range of the day $R_0$. Rather than a limitation, we see this as a strength. It frees us from the complexities of multistatic acoustic propagation modelling, thereby allowing us to focus on the details of buoy-field design. By using $R_0$ as a universal scaling parameter, we are able to treat a diverse variety of layouts on an equal footing. Other methods of analysing multistatic sonar performance—whether detection performance or other aspects—would appear not to achieve this, judging from published accounts [6,7,10,14–25,30–39].

A second strength of the present method is the use of track-initiation probability as the route to a definition of coverage area. As mentioned above, it mitigates the neglect of the impact of false detections. However, though important, this is a secondary consideration. Its main benefit lies in providing a consistent and theoretically rigorous method for combining detection probabilities from many receivers, allowing us to take proper account of the contribution of each to the overall probability.

### 4.3 Posts Versus Isolated Sources

A long-standing view holds that it is always better to collocate a receiver with each source [33]. Some studies of multistatics take this further by restricting their consideration to fields composed only of posts (i.e. collocated source–receiver pairs) [14–17,29]. Washburn expresses a somewhat different view [7(p.12)]:

‘While we have no proof of the fact, it appears from extensive experimentation that the best sonobuoy field never includes all three types [i.e. isolated sources, isolated receivers and posts], whatever the budget or costs of sources and receivers.’

His study concludes that sometimes a field of posts and receivers (‘PR field’) is best, sometimes one of isolated sources and receivers (‘SR field’), depending on the overall budget available and the relative costs of sources and receivers. As it happens, we consider only layouts the types PR, SR and P (posts only, our ‘collocated’ layouts). Like Washburn, we conclude that sometimes a PR field is best and sometimes an SR field. We also agree that the relative cost of sources and receivers is a determining parameter; in our study, it is essentially the only determining parameter (Figs 19–22), since shape of $p_d$ curve affects the results only weakly. We find no situation in which a P field is best, as Figure 18(a) shows, though this assumes that the cost of a post equals the cost of a source plus the cost of a receiver.

Our heuristic construction of candidate layouts (Section 2.3) does not naturally produce an SPR layout, that is, one with all three types of node. There seems to be no point in placing receivers at some sources and not at others. The thinking behind this view perhaps stems from our focus on large fields. Grimmett shows an example of an SPR layout (Figs 14 & 15 in [25]), the only one we have come across. It comprises a single central post surrounded by three receivers and three isolated sources alternating in a hexagonal arrangement. (Grimmett’s interest in this layout concerns its ability to make ‘glint’ detections, and how this varies with acoustic pulse type.)
5. Conclusion

This report determines the most cost effective layout design for a field of multistatic sonobuoys using a newly developed analytical method. We test 27 layouts across three $p_d$ curves, initially noting coverage area per source and number of receivers per source. Using these data we calculate our final measure of performance: field cost per unit area covered, where the area covered (called max CATING) is the maximum area such that track-initiation probability is greater than 50% everywhere (i.e. no coverage gaps).

The provisos in section 4.2 aside, the best layout can be determined from Figures 19–22 given the approximate shape of the $p_d$ curve and the ratio of receiver to source cost. For example:

- For a receiver cost equal to source cost, such as when using an explosive source, the square grid layout is the most cost effective regardless of the shape of the $p_d$ curve.
- For a receiver cost of half the source cost (approx. BARRA with AN/SSQ-125), it is the hexagonal layout which is best, again regardless of the shape of the $p_d$ curve.
- For a receiver cost of one tenth the source cost (e.g. DIFAR with AN/SSQ-125), there are several layouts with similar costs: argyle shift, hexagonal with posts, hexagonal plus, hexagonal plus with posts and chessboard plus with posts. Which is best depends on the shape of the $p_d$ curve, but the differences are small.
- Receiver costs need to rise to about 1½ times the cost of a source before triangular layouts become competitive. However, we have not concentrated on this part of the problem space, since we do not expect receiver cost to be higher than source cost. If this turns out to be wrong, then new layouts should be devised and tested in the manner of this report.
- If it is desired to lay a pattern of collocated source-receiver pairs only (‘P field’), then the triangular arrangement is better than the square or hexagonal. This is true for all $p_d$-curve shapes.

These results differ somewhat from expectations, particularly in their relative insensitivity to acoustic-propagation effects—the order of the layouts depends only weakly on $p_d$ curve shape—and in the underperformance of layouts with posts.† This suggests further studies to explore how far the conclusions depend on the modelling choices, assumptions and approximations. For example, what would be the outcome if the ‘no gaps’ metric were replaced by a more traditional maximising of coverage area? What is the situation for small buoyfields? What happens in reverberation-limited conditions, or if the aspect dependence of target strength were to be included, or, indeed, if the $p_d$ curve was obtained from acoustic-propagation modelling of a realistic environment? And so on.

† Insensitivity to acoustic-propagation effects is, of course, not a general feature of our results, but rather is obtained only through careful choice of the study question. For example, if one were to ask ‘How far apart should the sonobuoys be placed?’ then the answer would depend strongly on the shape of the $p_d$ curve, as Figures 16 and 17 illustrate and the entries in Table 3 make so graphically plain. It is only when one asks ‘Which layout is best?’ that one finds a question the answer to which does not depend strongly on $p_d$-curve shape.
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The detection performance of a wide variety of multistatic buoy field layouts is compared using a recently developed method. The analysis applies to large area search; no consideration is given to situations where the search area can be covered with a few sonobuoys. The preferred layout depends on the ratio $C_R$ of receiver cost to source cost. At $C_R \approx 1$, the best performing layout is a square grid; near $C_R \approx 0.5$ it is hexagonal; for $C_R \approx 0.1$, several layouts give comparable performance. These results hold for three different schematic monostatic detection-probability curves, ranging from almost a cookie cutter to a shape with a low-$p_d$ tail out to several times the range of the day.